
Skyhawks use strong finishes to secure Sunkist League title:

Summit (23-2,7-0): 25-23-25-25=3
Rim (10-4, 5-2):      22-25-11-20=1

By: Derryl Trujillo
Inland Sports Senior Writer

Fontana (Summit HS)-

Rallies have been the theme whenever Summit and Rim of the World met on the volleyball court
this year.

In the first meeting Rim rallied from a 2-0 deficit to force a 5th set before falling.

On Monday night each side rallied from a late deficit to win a set before the Skyhawks
convincingly won set 3.

In set four Summit jumped out to an early lead and withstood a Fighting Scots run to win the
match and a fourth straight league title.

Rim of the World had three aces in the first fifteen points (Dayanara Ortega, Abbie Bayless, and
Izabella Horan) of set one as they took an 11-4 lead. The Skyhawks were shaky early with four
hitting errors in that same stretch. A solo block from Summit's M'Kera Drake tied the set at 18
and a Manaia Mamea kill gave the Skyhawks a 25-22 win.

Skyhawks head coach Kristi Whitcomb remarked “There was a lot of excitement to start the
match because it was senior day and as a result we just didn’t pass very well early on. Between
sets two and three we emphasized passing and cleaning up our side of the net and we were a
lot better in those final two sets.”

It was more of the same in set 2 as the Skyhawks took an 11-3 lead on a solo block from Kellis
Hawkins. A solo block by Ortega plus a pair of Haley Addleman kills put Rim of the World on set
point and a Summit ball handling miscue tied the match.

Summit was never seriously threatened in a 25-11 set three win. Manaia Manea reeled off three
straight aces at one point to put the Skyhawks up 21-8.

She said about the win “That first set rally was exciting and in a spot like that you just have to
trust your team to do their jobs, we did, and we pulled it out. After Rim took the second set I told
my team that this is where we have to show up if we want to win this thing and we finished the
job.”



In the fourth Rim trailed early and pulled to within one on a number of occasions including kills
from Addleman at 14-13 & 15-14 and prior to that an Ortega pair of back to back aces to make it
a 10-9 gap. However the Fighting Scots just could not get over the hump and dropped set four
25-20.

Derryl Trujillo has been the Senior Writer for Inland Sports since 2018 and is the 2019 IEBCA
Supporter of the Year award winner. He can be reached via email at socaltrekkie@gmail.com.
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